Sheila Sri Prakash
Award Winning International Architect

Sheila Sri Prakash is an award winning Architect and Designer who founded Shilpa Architects in 1979. She is internationally acclaimed for
her trendsetting indo-centric designs, thought-leading contributions to environmentally friendly design and is also known as a champion for
the developing world through socio-economically sensitive planning. Sheila has been named to the "Top 100" most influential architects in
the world, by the prestigious Italian Journal of Architecture, Il Giornale dell' Architettura.
"A world-renowned architect and thought leading expert"

In detail

Languages

Sheila Sri Prakash was the only Indian architect invited to serve

She presents in English.

on the World Economic Forum's Global Agenda Council on
Design Innovation to formulate ways that improve the state of the

Want to know more?

world. She is credited to be a pioneer among leading

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

contemporary architects, for combining the principles of

could bring to your event.

Bharatanatyam, classical Indian music, sculpture and architecture
in award winning projects. Her international works can be seen in

How to book her?

Detroit, Shanghai, Tokyo, Accra, Brussels and in Singapore,

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

along with the Mahindra World City in Chennai. She was a key
charter member who was instrumental in establishing the Indian

Credentials

Green Building Council (IGBC).
2012

What she offers you
Sheila offers a truly unique perspective which focuses on using
indo-centric design philosophies in combination with principles of
holistic sustainability to projects around the world through her
work as well as exhibitions featuring her work across Europe and
America.

How she presents

Sheila Sri Prakash contributed to the 2012 Global Infrastructure Summit
as a part of the London Olympics celebrations, upon invitation by British
Prime Minister David Cameron
2012
-2011Member of the Network of Global Agenda Council (GAC) on Design
Innovation of the World Economic Forum for 2011-12
2011
Sheila was nominated and featured as the first woman architect to set up
a practice in India by the University of Hanover

Truly a multifaceted person, Sheila Sri Prakash tailors her
presentations to precisely accommodate the unique needs of
individual clients. Her customised approach and meticulous
preparation are invaluable for clients the world over.

2010
Empanelled by the Archaeological Survey of India to preserve the history,
culture and restore some of India's most treasured monuments. In 2010
was involved redesigning pedestrian and devotee traffic to the
Brahadeeswara Temple in Tanjavur, a UNESCO World Heritage

Topics
Indo-Centric Design Theory
Long Term Sustainability
Architecture
Urban Design
Design - Thinking
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